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Online Internal Assessment Test during the COVID-19 pandemic 

Ademie enaluation ot studonts is a very imqprtannt milestone in any cducation system. The 

pertoanee in tests and examnations gives contidence and satistiaction to the students which 

rtlects cumpetwnre. pertomance. and eredibility that is necessary lor global acceptability. 

During COVID-19 pandemic. the Institution promptly shitedevaluation and assessment to 

online mde that was ditterent from the regular oftline mode used prior to the 

emergenoe of the coronavirus. Perkornming online testsrequired necessary steps in 

providing students w ith accurate Internal Assessment Marks for which a'Technical 

Committee was formed. The committee selected suitable online platform to conduct 

the tests. explained about creation of virtual platform for uploading question papers, 

administering evaluation process and scoring the test results to the faculty. 

Similarly,students were also informed about uploading written answer seripts. 

Challenges in conducting the Online Tests: 

Know ledge in accessing the ICT enabled platfoms for conducting the Internal 

assessmenttest. 

Conducting online exams made it difficult to track students who were staying in 

remote places and without proper network facility 

Monitoring the students online during the commencement of Internal exams. 

To ensure that all students abide to online rules and regulations set by the 

examination and technical committees. 

It was diflicult to detect fraudulent activity during exams. 
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To ensure students have a strong enough internet connection to take part in the online 

exams. and that the time zone of cach student had to be taken into account during the

process. 

Allow students to answer questions without the internet and uploading them once a 

device reconnects within time allotted to submit the answer scripts. 

All the above challenges were consideredand proper guidance was given to the students 

to attend Online examinations. 

The Institution took the following steps to conduct online tests smoothly-

Licensed Zoom platform was used to conduct online test. 

Google classroom was created for each class. Question papers were uploaded and 

students were instructed to submit the same within a stipulated time. 

The Class teacher, with assistance by the Manager, was in continuous touch with the 

students to help students, in case of technical issues 

Faculty evaluated the answer scripts with the help of Kami app and stylus pen. 

Marks of evaluated online scripts were uploaded in the respective Google Classrooms. 

Discrepancy in marks was resolved by the respective teachers immediately during the 

online classes. 
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Interface of Google classroom access to the students and Faculty members 
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Providing instruction to the students about online exams in 2Zoom application 
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Online test time table 
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